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Professor A. Strekalovsky (Irkutsk) has made me aware of the fact that in [4], Comtet merely

reformulates (with proper credit) the Motzkin/Straus result [7] on the connection between the

Maximum Clique Problem and global solutions to a certain standard quadratic optimization

problem (QP), the so-called Motzkin/Straus program. Motivated by an (overly modest?)

citation in [5], I erroneously related Comtet to the regularization of the Motzkin/Straus

program put forward in my articles [1, 2].

To the best of my current knowledge, however, the first references to which this regular-

ization can be related is indeed the 1988 textbook by Hofbauer and Sigmund itself [5] and

(independently as it seems) the article by Cannings and Vickers [3] (note that [3] is cited

in the follow-up 1998 book by Hofbauer and Sigmund [6]). While Hofbauer and Sigmund

explicitly introduce in [5, 6] what I termed Comtet-regularized adjacency matrix ÂG in [1, 2],

Cannings and Vickers use in [3] the matrix A = 2ÂG −E instead, and in a slightly different

context (E denotes the suitable all-ones matrix). Obviously the standard QPs based on both
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matrices, ÂG and 2ÂG −E, are equivalent (see, e.g. [2]).

Also the terminology Comtet class I used in [2] for C(w,G), a class of certain symmetric

matrices, can be misleading for the same reason. I apologize for any irritations these mishaps

may have caused. Nevertheless, all the results on ÂG and C(w,G) which were claimed to be

new in [1, 2], appear to be formulated and proved for the first time there.
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